Abstract

Mother Temple is one category of shrine trust places in tenet of Hinduism in Bali. Mother Temple is a holy place where Balinese Hinduism worship the ancestor based on their lineage ancestor. In the tenet of Hinduism, the worship of ancestors is a thing that should not be forgotten. Therefore, Mother Temple is special place as a place of worship of Hindus who have blood ties in accordance with the lineage. Mother Temple can be categorized into five, namely, Pedharman Temple, Kawitan Temple, Panti Temple, Merajan / Sanggah Gede and Merajan / usual Sanggah. Generally in Bali, there is more than one Mother Temple and those have a relationship regarding to the level with one another based on their offspring. The Implementation of Tree Method in Geographic Information System of Mother Temple Mapping and its Linkages is a useful idea in order to connect all levels of Mother Temple with its linkage in Bali and in order to provide correct and clear linkages information. The meaning of linkage in this context is a relationship that is created among the data with other data. The method applied as the connecting link is a Tree method which is a basic modeling concept that can maximize the linkage process.
The Implementation of Tree Method in Geographic Information System of Mother Temple Mapping and its Linkages
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